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This article examines the common-sense and methodical ways in which “the citizen” 
is produced and enrolled as an active participant in “sustainable” regional planning.  
Using Membership Categorization Analysis, we explicate how the categorization 
procedures in the Foreword of a draft regional planning policy interactionally produce 
the identity of “the citizen” and “civic values and obligations” in relation to geographic 
place and institutional categories. Furthermore, we show how positioning practices 
establish a relationship between authors (government) and readers (citizens) where 
both are ascribed with the same moral values and obligations toward the region.  
Hence, “the citizen” as an active participant in “sustainable” regional planning is 
viewed as a practical accomplishment that is underpinned by a normative morality 
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1  Introduction 
   With the rise of Third Way politics,1 civic participation in political decision-making 
processes has become a significant premise of contemporary political and academic 
discourses.  The idea of the “active citizen” permeates a range of recent accounts of 
citizenship including those concerned with issues such as the meaning and nature of 
“good” citizenship (O’Neill, 2003; Wheeler & Dunne, 1998), the fostering of 
citizenship (Hickman, 2004), the erosion of citizenship (Turner, 2001), education for 
citizenship (Garratt & Piper, 2003; Halliday, 1999) and citizenship rights and 
obligations (Giddens, 2000; 1998; Janoski, 1998).  While substantively different, 
common to all of these accounts is the explicit or implicit conjecture that shifts toward 
globalization have necessitated a new kind of citizenship – one where the 
traditionally passive civic role associated with modern liberal democracies is 
replaced by citizenship requiring active collaboration with government in political and 
decision-making processes (Marinetto, 2003).   
In response to these normative perspectives that invoke the idea of active 
civic participation as a historically emergent necessity, a more critical perspective 
has emerged that connects the “active citizen” with a neo-liberal governmentality.  
Deriving from Michel Foucault’s genealogical approach, the governmentality 
perspective seeks to problematize the “lines of force” through which the behavior of 
so called free citizens is regulated and aligned with political principles (Murdoch, 
2000).  From this perspective, the “active citizen” and associated civic rights and 
                                                 
1 Third Way politics refers broadly to the centre-left politics that have arguably replaced traditional left-right 
political divide in order to deal effectively with the complexities of a globalizing world (Giddens, 2000).  It is 
most commonly associated with the politics of the British Blaire, or “New Labour,” Government 
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responsibilities can be seen as techniques of government that shape the conduct of 
individuals in ways that facilitate government “at a distance” (Rose, 2000, p. 324).   
   In our previous work, we applied the governmentality perspective to 
sustainable development policy as a means to examine how civic participatory rights 
and responsibilities operated as techniques of government (Summerville, Adkins & 
Kendall, forthcoming).  Through this study it was possible to see how, in policy 
discourse, citizens’ right to participate in political decision-making processes was 
contingent upon their moral obligation to participate in a way that supports the 
principles of sustainability.  However, while the governmentality perspective enables 
an examination of the techniques through which people’s civic behavior becomes 
aligned with sustainability principles, it is not so good at explaining how citizens 
acquire the conceptual principles associated with what it means to “be sustainable” 
in order to make an appropriate civic contribution.   
Hence, in a second study, we used a single consultation planning policy 
document as a case study to examine how the text implicitly schooled its audience – 
citizens who had the opportunity to provide feedback on the draft plan – in a moral 
order that distinguishes “sustainable” and “unsustainable” planning practice.  We 
found that through this moral order, citizens were morally compelled to support 
sustainability and, more specifically, the draft policy’s version of sustainability as it 
applied to the region in question.  However, as much as it was possible to analyze 
how the language of the draft policy text selected “the citizen” as a pedagogic 
subject who must be taught to “act” for the good of the region, a different kind of 
problem emerged in the course of the analysis: who is “the citizen” and how does 
“the citizen” become enrolled as a pedagogic subject in the context of sustainable 
regional planning?  In other words, how is it that particular people, and not others, 
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come to understand themselves as “citizens” for whom the sustainability of the 
region is relevant? 
In this paper, we turn to ethnomethodology as a means to explicate the 
"common-sense" and methodical ways in which “the citizen” is interactionally 
produced and enrolled in the sustainability agenda in the “occasioned setting” of a 
political decision-making exercise.  We apply Membership Categorization Analysis 
(Sacks, 1992) to the Foreword of the Draft South East Queensland Regional Plan: 
For Consultation to examine how the procedural organization of multiple identities 
produces a particular kind of hearing of “the citizen” and “civic values and 
obligations.”  Furthermore, we show how the use of pronouns interactionally position 
the participants to the interaction – the authors and readers – in ways that 
inferentially ascribe the reader with the identity of “citizen” who shares the same 
values and obligations as those of the authors.  In this way, the reader is 
procedurally and sequentially situated within the moral order of the text, and enrolled 
as an active participant in “sustainable” regional planning.   
 
2. The Case Study: The Foreword of the Draft South East Queensland Regional 
Plan 
     In October 2004, the Draft South East Queensland Regional Plan (DRP) was 
released by the Queensland Office of Urban Management (OUM) for public 
consultation.  The draft plan represented the first statutory planning instrument for 
the South East Queensland region in Queensland, Australia. The plan was 
underpinned by the central rationale that as the fastest growing metropolitan region 
in Australia, with its population set to increase by over 1 million people by 2026, 
there was a need to “accommodate future growth on a more sustainable basis” 
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(Queensland Office of Urban Management, 2004, p. 8).  As such, the plan proposed 
radical changes to regional patterns of development and urban densities, and set out 
a number of other provisions pertaining to the protection of the natural environment, 
employment generation and social objectives, which might be seen as typical of any 
plan framed by “sustainable development” imperatives.   
     Despite the fact that the DRP has since been revised, with the South East 
Queensland Regional Plan having been sanctioned by the Queensland Government 
in June 2005, we focus our analysis on the Foreword of the DRP (Queensland Office 
of Urban Management, 2004, p. 2), since it represents an “occasioned setting” of 
interaction between three elected government representatives (the authors of the 
document) and “the citizen” (the intended reader) as a part of a community 
consultation process (see Appendix A). The consultation program undertaken in 
relation to the DRP involved a mix of quasi-consultative/quasi-promotional activities 
including public information sessions, speaker engagements and presentations to 
key stakeholder groups, media advertising campaigns, the distribution of a glossy 
leaflet to all households in the region, an interactive website, email campaign, on-line 
survey, and free-call inquiry service.  These various modes of communication 
independently, and in relation to each other, represent interactionally produced 
occasions of consultation with “citizens” and, in this respect, would all contain 
examples of categorization that would engender particular contextually-specific 
understandings of “the citizen” and “citizenship.”  However, treated as a discrete 
instance of interaction, the Foreword of the DRP provides the opportunity to examine 
in detail how “the citizen” is constructed and organized within the text in ways that 
facilitate certain “hearings” or “readings” that enroll the reader as a “citizen” within a 
specific moral order.  In this respect, it provides an opportunity to examine the 
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methods that shape an understanding of who “the citizen” is, and what is expected of 
him/her, in the context of the regional planning field.   
 
3. Ethnomethodology and Membership Categorization  
     Based on the work of Harold Garfinkel (1967), ethnomethodology seeks to make 
scientifically “interesting” what conventional professional sociology takes for granted.  
In Studies in Ethnomethodology, Garfinkel (1967) notes how the “topics” with which 
conventional sociological investigation is usually concerned - “class,” “status,” 
“delinquency,” “gender,” “community,” etc - are themselves products of a practical 
sociological reasoning that is carried out at a taken-for-granted level.  More 
specifically, regardless of the “objectivity” or “empirical vigilance” that the 
professional sociologist applies to the topic, the topic itself is only delineable and 
identifiable through the same kind of practical investigations that are undertaken by 
lay inquirers (Douglas, 1970).  Hence, for Garfinkel (1967, p. 1), the task of 
ethnomethodology is to redirect the focus of sociological investigation so that 
“practical activities, practical circumstances, and practical sociological reasoning [are 
treated] as topics of empirical study” in their own right.  In this respect, 
ethnomethodology is concerned with the mundane aspects of everyday life through 
which social life and the “social order” is interactionally produced and reproduced. 
     Following Garfinkel’s lead, Harvey Sacks and other conversation analysts have 
produced a comprehensive body of works comprising the ethnomethodological study 
of talk-in-interaction.  Conversation Analysis (CA) involves the study of members’ 
methods that produce “order/organization/orderliness” in situated conversational 
(and textual) interactions (Psathas, 1995, p. 2).  As such, it can be described simply 
as the study of “sense-making”: 
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…there are two sides to the study of sense-making: namely, the production 
“problem” and the recognition “problem.”  The former speaks to the practical 
interactional uses to which persons may put the formal structures of action for 
the accomplishment of recognizable actions and activities.  The latter refers to 
the hearer’s or reader’s work of using the same structures to make out what 
actions and activities are being produced. (Eglin & Hester, 1998, p. 250) 
Early in his work, Sacks (1992) noted the significance of categories and the 
methodical process of categorization in giving, and making sense of, descriptions in 
conversation.  From this, Membership Categorization Analysis (MCA) emerged as an 
allied branch of CA that is explicitly concerned with locating members’ own devices 
for categorization in talk and text (Roulston, 2001). MCA therefore allows for an 
investigation of the “logico-grammatical relationships between concepts” (Jayyusi, 
1984, p. 27) that are actively, and for all practical purposes, produced in the writing, 
and reproduced in the reading, of a text.   
     Sacks (1992) identifies a number of analytic concepts that describe the methods 
involved when doing membership categorization in situated occasions of talk-in-
interaction.  These are best described with reference to his well cited example of a 
child’s story:  The baby cried.  The mommy picked it up (Sacks, 1992, p. 236).  
Sacks (1992) analytically identifies a collection of categories and some associated  
“rules of application” that are applied in the telling and common-sense reading of this 
story that together form a Membership Categorization Device (MCD).  First, he notes 
that the story refers to two categories – “baby” and “mommy” - that can be heard to 
belong to a collection of categories, namely “family.”  Hence, a collection occurs 
wherever a group of categories can be heard to belong together such as 
“male”/”female,” “employer”/”employee,” etc.  Sacks then proceeds to question how 
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the story can be heard to involve the particular collection of “family,” since the 
category “baby,” for example, could also belong to the “stage of life” collection – that 
is, “baby,” “child,” “teenager,” “adult.”  In doing so, he identifies some further “rules of 
application” of membership categorization:  
3.1 The Economy Rule 
In recognizing that any member of a population may be categorized in a variety of 
ways that would hold as “true” and “reasonable” descriptors of that member, Sacks 
(1992) notes that a single category from a single membership device can be 
“referentially adequate” (p. 246).  Hence, it is through members’ application of the 
economy rule that “mommy,” in the child’s story, is a recognizably adequate 
description without the need for further categorization of the “mommy” in terms of her 
gender, race, occupation, political affiliation, etc. 
3.2 The Consistency Rule 
 The consistency rule holds that 
If some population of persons is being categorized, and if some category from 
a device’s collection has been used to categorize a first member of the 
population, then that category or other categories of the same collection may 
be used to categorize further members of the population. (Sacks, 1972, p. 33) 
So, when “baby” from the “family” collection is used, then by the consistency rule the 
descriptor “mommy” is a suitable characterization of a further member of that 
device’s collection.  The consistency rule corollary can then be used as a maxim for 
hearers where “if there are two categories used, which can be found to be part of the 
same collection, hear them as part of the same collection” (Sacks, 1992, p. 239).  In 
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this case, “baby” is heard as a part of the “family” collection rather than the “stage of 
life” collection.   
3.3 Duplicative Organization 
 A further recognizable property of the membership devices is that they may be 
“duplicatively organized.”  This is the case with the “family” device whereby the 
“mommy” and “baby” are heard not only to belong to the same collection in a general 
sense, but also to the same family unit.  Hence, the hearer’s maxim that applies to 
devices that are duplicatively organized is that 
If some population has been categorized by use of categories from some 
device whose collection has the “duplicative organization” property, and a 
member is presented with a categorized population which can be heard as co-
incumbents of a case of that device’s unit, then hear it that way. (Sacks, 1992, 
p. 248) 
This provides for a hearing of the child’s story such that the “mommy” can be heard 
as the “mommy” of the “baby” who cried, rather than of another “baby.”   
3.4 Category Bound Activities 
The child’s story further relies on a taken-for-granted association between certain 
kinds of categories with certain kinds of activities or attributes.  For example, the 
activity of “crying” is tied to the category of “baby” as part of the stage-of-life device 
in a way that does not make it appear out of the ordinary.  In this respect, viewers 
may be seen to “use norms to provide some of the orderliness, and proper 
orderliness of the activities they observe” (Sacks, 1992, p. 260).  Sacks identifies two 
viewer’s maxims for category-bound activities, or predicates, that create this 
categorial orderliness.  First, so long as an activity can be seen to be performed by a 
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member of a category to which that activity is bound, then viewers will see it that 
way.  This is why when one sees a “baby” cry, one associates the behavior with a 
“baby” who is bound to cry, rather than a “male” or “female” who is not.  Second, if a 
pair of activities can be seen as related causally and sequentially by way of 
categorial norms, then they will be seen that way.  This is why the “mommy” can be 
seen to pick up the “baby” because it was crying.   
     For Sacks (1992), category bound activities provide a mechanism for praising or 
degrading members for performing or avoiding activities that are bound to their 
category-incumbency (Silverman, 2001).  Incumbents of categories that are 
positioned - so that one is higher or lower than the other (such as in the “stage of life” 
device)  - or that are part of a Standardized Relational Pair - have certain rights and 
obligations with respect to the other (such as “mommy” and “baby”) and are 
particularly susceptible to these kinds of moral assessments.  For example, as part 
of the “stage of life” device, an older child can be called a “baby” if he/she cries as a 
means of insult, and a “baby” who resists crying may be praised as a “big girl” or “big 
boy.”  Similarly, as part of the “family” device, if the “mommy” did not pick up the 
“baby” and fulfill her category-bound obligation, she may be subject to criticism.   
3.5 Indexicals and Positioning Practices 
A final feature of membership categorization procedures used on occasions of 
interaction is the use of pronouns in place of explicit categorial referents.  Pronouns, 
like other indexical terms and expressions, are noted by Sacks (1992) to have a 
“transience of reference” (p. 164).  For example, terms such as “I,” “you,” “we,” and 
“our” require the application of “tying rules” to determine their contextual referent.  
Moreover, the use of pronouns, on occasions of talk or text, effectively “position” 
participants to the interaction in relation to their different categorial identities and, 
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hence, each other.  In this respect, the identities of speakers and hearers, or writers 
and readers, are “written and talked into being, and positions… actively constituted” 
on any occasion of interaction (Keogh, 1999, p. 46).    
     In the following analysis, we show how membership categorization procedures 
are utilized in the Foreword of the DRP to produce various categorial identities and 
associated category bound attributes.  While the text includes no explicit reference to 
“citizens,” “civic duty” or the like, the procedural application of categories and devices 
provides for a morally constitutive hearing of “citizens” as tied to certain contextually 
specific behaviors and attributes.  Furthermore, the pronominal positioning practices 
employed by the authors enable the reader to hear him/herself as a “citizen” situated 
within the moral order of the text.  In this respect, the enrolment of the reader as a 
“citizen” with particular values and obligations can be seen as a practical 
accomplishment of the text.   
 
4. Membership Categorization in the Draft Regional Plan 
4.1 Place-Identity Categorizations: “We” as the “residents of SEQ” 
     As a regional planning document, it stands to reason that geographic 
categorizations will be commonly invoked, and indeed play a constituent role, in the 
“topic talk” of the DRP (Schegloff, 1972, p. 79).  Indeed, the entirety of the draft 
policy is premised on the activity of planning for “South East Queensland” with its 
structure and content organized around the methodical and componential breakdown 
of the region’s various predicate features – its natural, urban and rural environments; 
transport systems; economy; and social make-up – all of which are bound by the 
culturally produced boarders that define the “space” or “place” of the region 
(Schegloff, 1972, p. 85).  In this respect, the South East Queensland region provides 
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an overarching contextual setting that provides for the partial remedy for any of the 
indexical features of the text (Garfinkel & Sacks, 1970, p. 350).  More specifically, it 
provides the inferential frame, or the categorially organized “wider social structure” 
(Housely & Fitzgerald, 2002), through which to interpret any potential ambiguities of 
meaning, at least in so far as everything that occurs within the text can be heard as 
situated within the context of “the region.”  This is particularly so in the case of the 
Foreword’s pronominal selection, where references to “we” and “our” are tied to the 
South East Queensland region in contrast with other unspecified regions in Australia. 
This is exemplified in the first two sentences of the text: 
Extract 1 
South East Queensland is a unique part of the world.  Our region is one of the 
 most sought after places to live in Australia, with our relaxed lifestyle, strong 
 economic growth and so many varying opportunities. 
As the first two sentences of the Foreword, the authors rely on the reader’s cultural 
familiarity with place names and the “common-sense” notion of the concentric 
organization of geographic space, so that the South East Queensland (SEQ) region 
is readily recognized as one of many regions comprising the nation of Australia.  
While the consistency rule provides for the possibility of naming these other regions, 
in this case, it is the fact that the consistency rule is not applied that enables the 
appropriate hearing of the “region” as the central focus or “topic” of the text.  In this 
context, the use of “our” can be heard to refer to the “place-identity” (McCabe & 
Stokoe, 2004) membership category “residents of SEQ” in contrast to members of 
any other unspecified region in the device “Australian residents.”  The distinguishing 
features of this membership category are further reinforced through the citation of a 
number of predicates such as “our relaxed lifestyle,” “strong economic growth” and 
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“varying opportunities” that can be heard as attractive to members of other regions 
who “seek” to live in this region, or become a co-incumbent of the “residents of SEQ” 
category.   
     Shortly after in the text, however, categorization procedures generate another set 
of category predicates that this time represent a set of obligations for “residents of 
SEQ” category incumbents.   For example, consider the following extracts: 
Extract 2 
We have an affinity with outdoor recreation, and live alongside a diversity of  
natural environments ranging from beaches and marine reserves to  
mountains and sweeping hinterlands (p. 2) 
Extract 3 
We need Smart State planning now to protect our magnificent coastline and 
waterways, regional landscape, rural production areas and environmental 
treasures.  We must also ensure that the region remains economically vibrant, 
so we can continue to provide jobs, maintain our unique sense of identity and 
place and improve the design quality of our urban areas. (p. 2)   
Extract 2 ascribes “residents of SEQ” with category-constitutive attributes including 
having an “affinity with outdoor recreation” and living “alongside a diversity of natural 
environments.”  In his discussion of "We: Category-Bound Activities,"  Sacks (1992) 
demonstrates how this kind of knowledge – where a category is combined with a 
categorial attribute – is procedurally recognized as correct by virtue of its being 
“protected against induction.”  Thus, any individual incumbent of the “residents of 
SEQ” category who does not enjoy outdoor recreation, or recognize the virtue in 
living alongside a diversity of natural environments, cannot dispute the statement as 
untrue for the group, but instead can make only an exception for him/herself and 
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subsequently risk exclusion from the group.  Extract 3, which occurs shortly after in 
the text, further elaborates the hearably positive category attributes in a way that 
inferentially generates a set of associated obligations to “protect,” “ensure,” 
“maintain,” and “improve” these attributes.  In this respect, the knowledge embodied 
in the positive information about the “residents of SEQ,” while procedurally protected 
from induction on the part of a hearing member, is subject to a form of temporal 
induction on the part of the speakers.  Here, the inference is that the current 
category-constitutive features are temporally unstable and are at risk of being lost or 
degraded over time.  Hence, category-incumbents are obligated to engage in “Smart 
State planning now” to ward against the threat of time.   
     However, the pronominal choice of “our” and “we,” particularly in the first half of 
the Foreword, represents another kind of practical accomplishment that stems 
beyond the situated application of membership categorization procedures in the text.  
This relates specifically to the way the hearer is positioned in relation to the 
“residents of SEQ” category and, subsequently, the authors of the text.  According to 
Hester & Eglin (1997), the category incumbency of participants to an interaction 
plays a salient role in how membership categorizations are understood.  On any 
interactional occasion, particularly one that takes place in an institutional setting, the 
relevant identities and categorizations of speaker(s) and hearer(s) are attended to by 
participants and used to make sense of the categorizations invoked in talk (Hester & 
Eglin, 1997).  In this case, the lexical selection of “our” and “we,” as opposed to any 
other possible namings – “your,” “they,” “the people who live in SEQ,” etc - 
economically generates a shared membership category that bridges the gap 
between the contextually relevant institutional identities of the authors (government) 
and readers (people, community, political constituents, citizens, or the like).  Hence, 
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the text’s accounts of positive category predicates and the category bound 
obligations of incumbents accomplishes a distribution of responsibility amongst all 
“residents of SEQ” category incumbents (Wilson, 1990).    
 
4.2 Government and Citizens: “We” and “You” 
     For Lena Jayyusi (1984), collective standardized relational (S-R) pairs such as 
“government / people” represent an asymmetric category set that is “descriptively 
tied to an occasioned relationship” (p. 125).  More specifically, for practical purposes 
they can be heard as mutually exclusive asymmetric categories on specific 
occasions of their use, despite that members of the first “stable” category may on 
any other occasion be seen as a member of the second “occasioned” categorization.  
Formally, Jayyusi (1984) describes this hearing as an asymmetry convention where: 
in the use of two categorizations treatable as an asymmetric category set, do 
not hear the incumbent of the second pair part (the asymmetrically 
occasioned categorization) as also an incumbent of the first pair part category 
identity unless special provision is made. (p. 127) 
Hence, “people” are not hearable as co-incumbents of “government” and vice versa.  
The specifically occasioned nature of this relationship is clearly demonstrated in the 
membership categorizations invoked in the text.  After the first four paragraphs use 
“our” and “we” to establish speakers and hearers as co-incumbents of the same 
“residents of SEQ” category, the remaining paragraphs display an analytically 
formulable shift where the category incumbency of speakers and hearers is split into 
“government” and “residents” as part of a “political” membership device.  This is 




Development of the Draft Regional Plan has been a partnership between the 
State Government and the South East Queensland Regional Organization of 
Councils.  Implementing this regional plan to achieve a sustainable future for 
the region demands a continuation of this strong partnership. 
     Input has also been received from a variety of community-based reference 
groups.  Now the Draft Regional Plan needs feedback from the region’s most 
important assets – the residents of South East Queensland. 
In Extract 4, membership categorization procedures inferentially generate an 
occasioned asymmetric relationship between government (including State and Local 
governments) and “the residents of South East Queensland.”  Here, the consistency 
rule is applicable so that “residents” are heard as distinct from “government” and an 
asymmetry convention is produced via the accounts of temporally organized 
predicate activities that distinguish incumbents of “government” – who, in 
partnership, have already developed the Draft Regional Plan – and “residents” – 
whose feedback on the Draft Plan is now needed.  This consolidates the 
standardized task-oriented relations between the government/residents pair where it 
is hearably appropriate that government develop the plan while residents provide 
“feedback” to their government.  It is through the procedural combination of two 
different uses of “residents of SEQ” – the first describing the whole SEQ population, 
and the second only the non-government population, that the second use can be 
heard as inferring “citizens.”   
     The text’s almost adjacent use of occasioned categorizations that first imply the 
co-incumbency of speakers and hearers, and then infer a further set of disparate 
incumbencies associated with a collective asymmetric S-R pair, has implications for 
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how the combination of apparently disjunct devices “are articulated together to 
accomplish the task at hand” (Jayyusi, 1984, p. 128).  On the one hand, authors and 
readers are all incumbent “residents of SEQ” as part of the “geographic region” 
device, and are category bound to live in the region.  On the other hand, the 
speakers as incumbents of the “government” category are asymmetrically distinct 
from the “residents of SEQ,” inferring the category of “citizens,” in the “political” 
device.  It is only through members’ procedural knowledge of positioning practices 
that this potential disjuncture is overlooked in favor of a more logical (for all practical 
purposes) formulation.  In this respect, rather than hear the combination of devices 
as necessarily inconsistent, an inferential consistency is generated through treating 
the first “residents of SEQ” category as an MCD that frames the internal geographic 
and social context of the text.  Thus, “government” and “residents,” or “citizens,” can 
be heard as categories embedded within the “residents of SEQ” device who share 
certain predicates, like “mommy” and “baby” might share the same blood line or 
surname, but are simultaneously differentiated by other category-specific predicates, 
rights and obligations.   
     At this stage of our analysis, it is possible to see the way in which membership 
categorization procedures in the Foreword of the DRP inferentially produce two kinds 
of relationships between authors and readers, both of which may be seen, in some 
ways, as responsive to the overarching contextual demands of the setting.  The first 
shared place-identity categorization produces incumbencies relevant to the situated 
activity of planning for the SEQ region, while categorizations that produce the 
“political” MCD are germane to the culturally relevant identities associated with the 
activity of “community consultation” or “civic participation.”  Further, through 
recognizably embedding one set of identities within the other, these potentially 
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inconsistent categorizations can be heard as complimentary.  In the next section we 
explore this relationship further by examining the way in which the categorial work of 
the text produces a set of moral values and obligations generic to the “residents of 
SEQ” MCD.  This, in turn, organizes the activities associated with civic participation 
within a moral framework that legitimizes certain civic activities in relation to the 
content of the draft plan, at the expense of others.   
 
4.3 The Moral Citizen 
     The DRP’s production of the “residents of SEQ” device has implications for the 
way in which readers procedurally recognize the predicate values and obligations of 
incumbents of the “citizens” category.  For example, consider the following extracts 
from the Foreword: 
Extract 5 
Your views are welcome and, indeed, sought for the future of an exciting 
South East Queensland.  It is essential that governments and the community 
work together to ensure that the qualities that make South East Queensland 
such an attractive place to call home are preserved for future generations. 
Extract 6 
We believe this is an important reference point for planning in South East 
Queensland.  In the future, we will look back to this as the time when the 
community considered the issues and decided to opt for a better future for the 
region. 
Categorization procedures in extracts 5 and 6 accomplish the assimilation of the 
hearably distinct “government” and “citizens” categories through the production of 
shared predicate values.  Each extract includes initial utterances that attend to the 
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institutionally discrete incumbencies of authors (“government”) and readers (“civic 
community”) paying credence to the demands of the consultation context.  This is 
achieved through the use of pronouns “your” in extract 5, and “we” in extract 6, which 
can be heard to distinguish authors and readers.  However, the second sentence in 
each extract produces predicate activities and values that align and integrate 
“government” and “citizens” through the ascription of a common set of predicate 
obligations and values.  In extract 5, the positive category-constitutive, and now 
device-constitutive, attributes of the “residents of SEQ” discussed above, are used to 
generate a category bound obligation for “citizens” incumbents to work together with 
incumbents of “government.”  This preventatively repeals other possible applications 
of “citizens” predicates such as to “debate,” “challenge,” or “critically assess” the 
activities or motives of “government.”  Extract 6 incorporates similar categorization 
procedures so that deciding to “opt for a better future for the region” is tied 
procedurally to the obligation to work with “government” to protect and maintain the 
positive attributes of the region as collective incumbents of the “residents of SEQ” 
device.  Here, however, the temporal organization of the utterance transforms the 
predicate obligations of “citizens” into a category bound activity.  More specifically, it 
is taken-for-granted that “citizens,” specifically the readers of the text, will behave 
favorably and in accordance with their category bound – and device bound - 
obligations that are necessarily aligned with those of “government.”   
     According to Watson (1978): 
Category-bound entitlements, obligations, knowledge, etc., can… give us a 
picture or profile of a given state of events.  If an incumbent of a given 
category does not claim particular entitlements, does not enact category-
bound obligations, or does not display category-bound knowledge, then these 
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matters may be claimed as noticeably absent and as specifically accountable. 
(pp. 106-107) 
The recognizably moral obligations of “citizen” incumbents, produced in the 
Foreword of the DRP, position readers in a way that makes them specifically 
accountable for their response to the draft plan.  In this respect, readers become 
available candidates for either praise or degradation, depending on whether they are 
seen to fulfill or neglect the obligations that are bound to their category-incumbency.  
Here, the fact that readers - “citizen” incumbents - are inferred to have the same 
category-bound values and obligations as the authors - incumbents of “government” 
– has specific consequences for understanding the type of civic feedback required of 
them.  More specifically, given that the draft plan has been developed by incumbents 
of “government,” who situatedly share in the same values and obligations of 
“citizens,” the latter are also categorially obliged to infer that the DRP necessarily 
embodies the values, and meets the obligations predicated to their own category-
incumbency.  Subsequently, to accomplish contextually legitimate and praiseworthy 
civic feedback, members of the “citizens” category are obliged to endorse the plan 
and support the “government” who, as co-members of the “residents of SEQ” device, 
can already be seen to be acting in the best interests of the region and its “citizens.”   
 
5. The Citizen as a Practical Accomplishment  
     MCA, with its focus on locating members’ own devices for producing 
categorizations in talk-in-interaction, provides a useful means to expose how “the 
citizen” and particular kinds of “civic obligations” are locally and interactionally 
produced on a specific occasion of “consultation.”  In this instance of textual 
interaction, what “the citizen” is, who “the citizen” is, and what “the citizen” must do, 
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is hearable and discernable only through the authors’ and readers’ practical 
knowledge of the methodic application of membership categorizations and 
positioning practices.  Moreover, the moral order that is generated through 
categorization procedures cannot be seen as generic to any occasion of “civic 
participation,” but rather is specific to this instance, where “the citizen” is defined by 
membership in a specific region and specific governments, and his/her “civic 
obligations” tied to the specific context of “sustainable” regional planning for SEQ.  
Hence, “the citizen” and the moral order that is produced through categorization 
procedures in the text in question only can be seen as a situated practical 
accomplishment that implicates the intended reader, as a “citizen,” in a particular set 
of moral arrangements.   
     Of course, as a practical accomplishment, “the citizen,” and the moral 
arrangements in which “the citizen” is situated, are not immune to reformulation on 
any occasion of interaction with the text.  As such, “citizen” category-incumbents are 
not rendered ineffectual in their capacity to re-order, re-constitute, or even directly 
challenge the categorial moral order produced in the Foreword of the DRP.  Indeed, 
moral principles made publicly available in situated occasions of talk or text such as 
the Foreword, “may be defeated in methodic orderly ways and have conventionally 
formulatable exceptions or non-applicability contingencies” (Jayyusi, 1984, p. 210).  
Hence, it should not be assumed that SEQ “citizens” unanimously endorsed the draft 
plan based on the moral organization of their category-incumbency, but rather that 
objections to the draft plan, or any part of it, would likely be organized in ways that 
attend to the procedurally produced moral demands of the interactional context.   
     This observation draws into focus a specific point of interest about the nature of 
the moral order that is produced in the text.  This has to do with the idea that “moral 
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reasoning is practically organized, and how, at the same time, and perhaps more 
significantly, practical reasoning in morally organized” (Jayyusi, 1991, p. 241).  Both 
dimensions of morality are displayed in the text, suggesting that the “moral order” 
that we speak of, and to which participants of the interaction are held accountable in 
a practical sense, is reflexively constituted in substance and form.  At the substantive 
level, the moral order that is produced in the Foreword of the DRP relates particularly 
to the moral values and obligations that are tied to “citizen” incumbents.  As such, 
those who are made recognizable as “citizens” are instituted with a certain kind of 
moral character that makes them available for assessment or judgment.  In this 
respect, “the citizen” is made morally accountable for his/her values and behaviors, 
particularly if they contradict those produced in the text.  However, what MCA also 
reveals is how the substantive values and moral stances of the authors of the text in 
relation to “the citizen” are only hearable and locatable as such by competent 
members through the application of a normative morality – the morality associated 
with the mundane activity of sense-making.  Hence, the moral order through which 
“the citizen” is produced and situated, is constituted within, and constitutive of, the 
procedural and temporal organization of the text.   
 
6. The Practico-moral sequencing of the text 
     Following from Sacks’ lead, the work of Jayyusi (1984) has been instrumental in 
enhancing our understanding of the way in which members’ own membership 
categorization procedures are morally organized.  From this perspective, the 
procedures locatable in the Foreword of the DRP can be analytically broken down to 
show how the text displays a morality “for all practical purposes,” and a “trust” that 
the reader will display a mutual orientation to this morality by accepting the discourse 
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as sincere and relevant on face value.  It is because of an orientation to this practical 
morality that “residents of SEQ” are routinely recognized as referring to two separate 
membership groups at different points in the text, rather than representing an 
inherent contradiction; that “citizen” incumbents are heard as having the same 
values and moral obligations as “government” even in light of other distinguishing 
predicates; and that any reader who meets the base-line criteria of being a “resident 
of SEQ” can identify him/herself as a “citizen” incumbent who has the same values 
and obligations of all “citizen” incumbents on this particular occasion of 
“consultation.”  However, while MCA provides the means to elucidate the practical 
moral groundings of the production and recognition of membership categorization 
procedures, our analysis of the text highlights the way in which another dimension of 
the practical moral order, usually articulated in relation to conversational form, is also 
present in text.   
     Many conversation analytic studies have noted the moral order implicit in the 
sequential organization of conversation.  In this respect, when conversational 
participants “do” activities such as turn allocation and turn-type allocation, preference 
organization, repair, and conversational openings and closings (Sacks, Schegloff & 
Jefferson, 1974; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973; Schegloff, 1968), they display a moral 
orientation to the production of orderliness in talk-in-interaction.  The same may be 
said of the sequential ordering locatable in the generation and elaboration of topic.  
In their work, Graham Button & Neil Casey (1985) show how the sequential 
organization of topic is not necessarily confined to a two-part pair, but that 
conversational participants mutually orient to producing the sequential conditions for 
the elaboration of “news” in extended talk.  This raises significant questions for the 
way in which “news announcements” are sequentially elaborated in text when the 
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recipient of the news is temporally “removed” from the initial making of the 
announcement.  Our analysis of the Foreword of the DRP provides an opportunity to 
make some initial observations about how authors of text orient to the production of 
a sequential environment for the elaboration of news as if the reader were displaying 
a mutual orientation to the elaboration.  To this end, observations made by Button & 
Casey (1985), in relation to news announcements in specific conversational extracts, 
appear to have some relevance to the sequential organization of the text.   
     In conversational settings, news announcements provide one means to begin a 
topic.  Button and Casey (1985) identify three characteristic features of news 
announcements represented as activity reports.  First, they are speaker-related since 
they display first-hand knowledge on the part of the speaker and a knowledge 
deficiency on the part of the recipient.  Second, in making a news announcement, 
the announcer displays an orientation to the recipient as having some knowledge of 
certain features of the setting to which the news relates.  In this way, the recipient is 
made a relevant candidate for hearing the news.  Finally, news announcements are 
frequently produced as partial reports or headlines “designed to receive a response 
that will provide the sequential opportunity to go on and fill in the news” (Button & 
Casey, 1985, p. 24).  What is notable about the text in question, is that its sequential 
organization tends to orient to the same principles associated with the giving of news 
announcements, despite that there is no immediate recipient who can verbally or 
physically provide a sequentially implicated invitation or request for elaboration of the 
news.    





South East Queensland is a unique part of the world.  Our region is one of the 
most sought after places to live in Australia, with our relaxed lifestyle, strong 
economic growth and so many varying opportunities. 
Extract 1 of the text is clearly delineable as the prima facie “news announcement” of 
the text.  Not only is it the first line of the Foreword, it is in large print, a different color 
and in a different format from the remainder of text.  It has all the characteristics of 
Button and Casey’s description of news announcements.  First, it contains 
“newsworthy” statements regarding the uniqueness of the region and its being one of 
the most sought after places to live in Australia and, as such, positions the authors 
as having first-hand knowledge of the news.  Second, its membership categorization 
procedures generate a shared knowledge-base of particular features of the setting 
between the authors and readers that makes particular readers available candidates 
for hearing the news.  This is a significant finding since it highlights how, in this case, 
categorization procedures display a moral orientation to eliciting the sequential 
conditions for further elaboration as much as they accomplish the ascription of 
identities, attributes, moral character, and so on.  Finally, and closely related to the 
previous point, the extract reads as a “headline” by selectively representing certain 
aspects of the topic, “but projecting that there is more which could be told” (Button & 
Casey, 1985, p. 23).  
     The formulation of Extract 1 as a news announcement might be seen as 
fundamental to the task of creating a sequential environment that elicits collaboration 
from the reader in the elaboration of topic.  Indeed, this could be said of every new 
utterance introduced in the text, given that on any occasion of interaction with the 
text, if a reader were to curtail the elaboration of topic, this could only be achieved 
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through ceasing to read the text.  Hence, throughout the Foreword, each elaboration 
of topic, produced textually in the presentation of sentences and paragraphs, 
proceeds as if the reader is mutually orienting to, and producing, the sequential 
environment and as if agreement from the reader – about the relevance of topic, 
topical motivations, ascriptions of identity, moral values and obligations – is 
forthcoming.  The “as if” principle (as a practically applied principle) thereby displays 
a moral inferential logic that is normatively applied by both authors and readers in 
the sequential writing and reading of the whole text.  It is only in reading the whole 
text, in sequence, that the membership categorization procedures described above 
can be applied to generate an understanding of what it means to be “a citizen” in the 
context of “sustainable” regional planning or, more specifically,  what it means to “opt 
for a better future for the region” (Extract 6).   
 
7. Conclusion 
     Our MCA of the Foreword of the DRP demonstrates how “the citizen” is 
interactionally produced in a situated occasion of text-in-interaction.  In this case of 
“community consultation,” membership categorization procedures are used to 
produce a morally constitutive hearing of “citizens” as tied to a particular set of moral 
values and obligations with respect to the region.  Moreover, through the use of 
pronominal positioning practices, the reader is able to hear him/herself as a “citizen” 
who is distinct from the authors based on the asymmetric standardized relationship 
between the “government”/”citizens” pair, yet the same as the authors based on their 
shared moral values and obligations as “residents of SEQ.”  This has implications for 
the way in which we understand how “the citizen” becomes enrolled in the first 
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instance, as a “citizen” and, in the second, as someone to whom the “sustainability” 
of the region is immediately relevant.   
     Taking this approach provides a platform for a critical discussion surrounding 
the intersection of studies in governmentality with ethnomethodological perspectives.  
While traditionally treated as two distinct domains of thought within the larger 
sociological field, this study sheds some light on the way ethnomethods may 
comprise part of the “techniques of government” of which Foucauldians speak.  This 
has implications for both fields of thought.  On the one hand, when taking a strict 
ethnomethodological stance, situated contexts of interaction are privileged, 
sometimes to the point that one might never connect the in situ production of a moral 
order to broader contexts of governance or the more general processes through 
which social life is produced and regulated.  This study has opened up a space 
through which to connect situated contexts with the processes through which 
broader historical and political configurations emerge and endure.  In this respect, 
the governmentality perspective could offer a new framework through which to 
generate problems for ethnomethodological analysis and in which to situate 
members’ ethnomethodological orientations.  On the other hand, the governmentality 
perspective could benefit from some further engagement with membership 
categorization analysis and ethnomethodology more generally.  Indeed, so long as 
neo-liberal governmentality involves shaping the conduct of citizens through the ethic 
of community (Rose, 1999) or any other sphere of ethics, it stands to reason that 
methodical membership categorization procedures and/or a variety of other 
ethnomethods are responsible for the production of such a sphere.  As this study 
demonstrates, on this occasion it is only through the display of a practical morality – 
one that is oriented to the activity of sense-making – that “the citizen” and the 
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associated moral stances and values of the authors are locatable by competent 
members (Jayyusi, 1984).    
     In addition to its implications for understanding a new dimension of 
governmentality, this recognition has also brought into focus another issue of specific 
concern to CA involving the morality associated with the apparently symbiotic 
relationship between sequential organization and categorization procedures in text 
(and talk).  In his work, Rod Watson (1997, p. 75) has challenged CA analyses that 
privilege the sequential organization of utterances over the contextualizing activities 
of conversational participants, often resulting in the “independent furnishing of 
context” on the part of the analyst.  In this respect, our analysis supports Watson’s 
(1997) agenda to “respecify” the analysis of talk to better explain how “members 
themselves furnish context within their talk” (p. 75). Furthermore, while much work in 
the CA field has highlighted how interactional participants orient to the production of 
a sequential environment in talk, there has been little concern with understanding 
how this occurs in text.  Our observations about the sequential organization of 
categorizations in the Foreword of the DRP provide a basis for further investigation 
into this issue.  We found that the categorizations produced in the text were 
sequenced as if recipients were orienting to the production of the sequential 
environment and, moreover, as if agreement from recipients about the topic 
relevance, categorizations, and moral values and stances of the authors was 
forthcoming.  Asking questions about whether and how the as if principle provides a 
link between members organizing and contextualizing procedures in other instances 
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